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Dear Parent 

Greetings from Epistemo Vikas Leadership School! 

 

Achievement: 

We are happy to share the results of our Lemurs who appeared in the                 

SOF – INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD. 
 

The aim of IMO – SOF Foundation is to instil logical reasoning and critical think-

ing apart from everyday mathematics and encourage the students to   indulge in 

a healthy competition and know their position globally. 

Our Lemurs showcased their talent yet another time. 
 

Congratulation to all the winners and the participants!!! 

 

SOF – INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD 

S. 
No

. 
Roll No. 

Name of the Stu-
dent 

Marks Ob-
tained  

School 
Rank 

Zonal 
Rank 

Regional 
Rank 

Interna-
tional 
Rank 

Awards - 
Won 

Interna-
tional /  
Zonal / 
School 
Award 

1 TS2017-01-004 
CHANDANA  

ASHWIN CHANDRA 
40 1 71 392 1007 

Gold Med-
al of Ex-
cellence + 
Participa-
tion Cer-
tificate 

2 TS2017-02-001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ETASH MISHRA 

40 1 28 141 458 

Gold Med-
al of Ex-
cellence + 
Participa-
tion Cer-
tificate 

3 TS2017-04-002 

 
 
 
 
 
 

KRISHA MISHRA 

39 1 2 2 2 

Gifts 
worth 
Rs.1000/- 
+ Interna-
tional Sil-
ver Medal 
+ Certifi-
cate of 
Outstand-
ing Per-
formance 



 

SOF – INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD 

S. 
No. 

Roll No. 
Name of the Stu-

dent 
Marks 

Obtained  
School 
Rank 

Zonal 
Rank 

Regional 
Rank 

Interna-
tional 
Rank 

Awards - 
Won 

Interna-
tional /  
Zonal / 
School 
Award 

4. TS2017-05-003 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SRI PRAJWAL REDDY 

TUPILI 
 

49 1 92 243 360 

Gold Med-
al of Ex-
cellence + 
Participa-
tion Cer-
tificate 

5. TS2017-05-010 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NISHKA MISHRA 
 

45 2 178 507 847 

Gold Med-
al of Ex-
cellence + 
Participa-
tion Cer-
tificate 

6. TS2017-05-002 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MOHAMMED AASIM 
KHAN 

 

42 3 261 772 1364 

Gold Med-
al of Ex-
cellence + 
Participa-
tion Cer-
tificate 

7. TS2017-08-003 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SAHARSH BEJUGAM 

58 1 4 7 8 

Gifts 
worth 
Rs.1000/- 
+ Zonal 
Bronze 
Medal + 
Certificate 
of Zonal 
Excellence 

8. Ts2017-09-001 

 
 
 
 
 

KARTHIK  
VISHNUVAJJALA 

58 1 4 5 5 

Gifts 
worth 
Rs.1000/- 
+ Zonal 
Silver 
Medal + 
Certificate 
of Zonal 
Excellence 



“Goodbyes make you think. They make you realize what you’ve had, 

what you’ve lost, and what you’ve taken for granted.” 

 

The day 23rd April 2021 made all the 10th Graders overwhelmed with mixed emotions on 

the virtual get-together for the Farewell 2021. 
 
In the words of the Head Girl herself about the Farewell: 

  
The Virtual Farewell conducted for Grade 10 of 2020-21 was truly a blast. The event   
started with the virtual lighting of the lamp. We were then segregated into different groups 
and were made to play many challenging but exciting games. Following this, we had        
incredibly entertaining quizzes about our classmates. The quizzes made us sit on the edges 
of our seats and got each one of us engaged. It was accompanied by harmless humor which 
was enjoyed thoroughly by both participants and observers. Next, we had an amusing 
stand-up comedy show which made everyone laugh uncontrollably. It was very enjoyable 
and was a really good touch to the show. Later, the 9th graders described each 10th grader 
with very touching words and phrases. They also made delightful videos in which they bid 
goodbye to us. Then, the teachers congratulated us and wished us the best for our future 
endeavors. I think it's safe to say that their words made all of us very emotional. To make 
everyone cheerful again, the 9th graders played music and also engaged in friendly banter 
with us. 

Saying goodbye is always hard, but our wonderful juniors made it fun and memorable. I 
am very grateful to them and to all of my teachers for hosting such a remarkable farewell 
even during these tough times. It was an event that I will cherish forever. 







“Every new beginning comes from some other beginning’s end. 
 

Wishing all the 10th graders  
Good Luck in their future endeavors. 



“You’re off to great places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, so…..… get in 

your way!  

 

Graduation is a time to celebrate an extremely pivotal milestone in people’s lives. The young 

learners of Grade 1 had their Virtual graduation ceremony on 23rd April. It was celebrated 

with pomp and grandeur. It was an emotional and happy moment too. The children            

presented videos of their hobbies, pastimes, and interests. 

We ended the ceremony with a heavy heart and also with a positive message to our learners: 

“ Look ahead and dream of all the bright possibilities that your future holds to you.”  

Graduation Day Video Link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/aJ8yVjBvbhEzVJsX7 

Celebrations 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/aJ8yVjBvbhEzVJsX7


Celebrations 



WORKSHOP form CMCA - India 
 

Personality Integrity 

On 20th April 2021, For Grade 5 - Children's Movement for Civic Awareness, an NGO con-

ducted a workshop on personal integrity. They work towards bringing about change in so-

ciety through value education to the younger generation. Values, such as discouragement 

of corruption, equality for all, positive attitude, honesty, respectfulness towards all were 

the points of discussion and it was enthusiastically received by all. 



WORKSHOP form CMCA - India 
 

Personality Integrity 



WORKSHOP form CMCA - India 
 

Personality Integrity 



PERSONAL INTEGRITY AND CULTIVATING CRITICAL THINKING WORKSHOP FOR 

GRADES 6 TO 10  

CMCA – Children’s Movement for Civic Awareness envisions empowered young people   
living by the values of democracy, in harmony with nature, engaged in collective action for 
equitable development. CMCA’s mission is to transform young Indians into concerned, 
thinking, and active citizens for an inclusive and sustainable India. We at Epistemo           
organized a CMCA workshop on “Critical thinking” for students of grades 7, 9 & 10. It is an 
interactive session wherein the facilitators shared slides of different messages which are 
circulated through WhatsApp or different social media websites. Children opened up their 
views and realized the importance of ruling out whether the circulated messages are fake 
or fact. 4Ws Crossword puzzle shared by the facilitators is a wonderful tool to differentiate 
fake news from fact news.  

Facilitators made learners understand how to cross-check whether the messages are fake 
or fact using “Reverse Google Search'' for better clarity. Learners felt this session was a fun 
learning experience wherein they understood how to make a better decision without 
jumping to any conclusions without fact-checking and can differentiate their fundamental 
duties and fundamental rights. This is the right session to spark change in youth. 



 



 



 



World Health Day 
 
Every year on April 7, World Health Day is observed. The World Health Organization 

(WHO) started the World Health Day campaign way back in its First Health Assembly in 1948 
and brought it into effect in 1950 with the motive of promoting awareness about physical and 
mental health and offering the necessary support. The motive behind World Health Day was 
to make people understand the importance of universal health coverage.  

 
 

The theme for World Health Day 2021 is ‘Building a fairer, healthier world’. Stating 
that our world is unequal, WHO said that the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted how some 
people can have better access to health services and live healthier lives than others. 

 
 

At Epistemo Vikas Leadership School we celebrated the day with renewed vigor and 
enthusiasm. The students from grade 1 to 10 participated by making posters and writing    
articles on a range of health issues, raising awareness on both mental and physical health. 



World Health Day 
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Ugadi Celebrations 

Ugadi the onset of New year was celebrated with great enthusiasm by PP lemurs. To bring in 

the festive mood, they all dressed up in colorful traditional wear . They were educated on the 

significance of the festival and also on how to make  "Ugadi Pachadi" an amalgamation of six 

different tastes representing different components of life. The lemurs also sang and danced 

on this occasion and made the day a memorable one.  

 

Ugadi Celebrations video Link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/wszaWUQAnNLNpQoA7 

                   

Ugadi 
Celebrations 

http://enthusiasm.by/
https://photos.app.goo.gl/wszaWUQAnNLNpQoA7


  
Ugadi 

Celebrations 



World Heritage week - Grade 5 to 10 

Every year, 18th April is observed as World Heritage Day. The day is celebrated to spread 
awareness of our rich cultural diversity and the importance of preserving our ancient herit-
age. It also spreads an important message to the younger generations to carry forward their 
legacy and preserve our culture. World Heritage Day is an internationally recognized day to 
preserve monuments and historical sites and rich inheritance associated with them. The 
way we live tells a lot about our culture. But one particular day that is entirely dedicated to 
the collaborative chronicles of the human race and culture is much needed. The                     
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) has done tremendous work in this 
regard, and it is a true celebration of their efforts too. 
The World Heritage Day 2021 theme is “Complex Pasts: Diverse Futures”. The Theme 
has a close association with an appreciation of artistic hands, traditions, and cultures with 
an imbibed essence of culture bloomed in its core. 

At Epistemo Vikas Leadership School, Students of Grade 5 to 10 have shown great interest 
and participated in the celebrations of the World Heritage Day from 12th to 17th April 2021.  

The whole week the students were made aware of this important day and why is it             

celebrated worldwide and the reason behind it by explaining the importance of different 

heritage sites, its location, important monuments and architecture in these heritage sites 

and also different paintings and the rocks used to build these heritage sites were discussed 

in the online session and were given a  few activities to make it more interesting and         

excited by organizing a VIRTUAL TOUR to few interesting sites like – Ajanta and Ellora 

caves, Jantar Mantar & Hawa Mahal. Students have contributed their artistic skills through 

the various activities in the Virtual classroom. As a part of World Heritage Day (18th 

April)   students of Grade-5 have made various activities like Collage making, Minute talk, 

Chart presentations through these activities they came to know about the rich culture,       

traditions, beliefs, and many more. They even came to know about the responsibility to   

preserve and save the rich heritage and pass them on to the next generations. They actively 

participated and shared their ideas and experiences about Heritage.  

World Heritage Day 



World Heritage week - Grade 5 to 10 
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World Heritage week  

As a part of every celebration in the schools, virtually we had celebrated WORLD HERITAGE 
WEEK from April – 12th to 17th. During this week,  the students were made aware of the im-
portance of the day and the reason why it is celebrated worldwide. 

Different heritage, important monuments, architecture,  paintings, and the rocks used to 
build these heritage/monuments were explained to students in the online session. Later 
students were asked to do a few activities like giving an introduction to World Heritage 
Day, Collage making, etc. To make it more exciting, captivating, and enthralling a VIRTUAL 
TOUR to a few interesting sites like – Ajanta and Ellora caves, Hawa Mahal Jantar Mantar 
was given. 

INTRODUCTION: 



World Heritage week  

World Heritage Day 

Virtual tour  
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Collage  



World Heritage week  

World Heritage Day 

PPT-MIXED SITES  



World Heritage week  
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CONCLUSION  
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PP’s Activity Based Learning 
 

Lemurs learned at their own pace through various supervised activities. It is a more             

engaging and interactive way of teaching children. It allows for monitoring factors such as 

speech, coordination, social skills, and motor skills, amongst other key factors.  

Pre-Primary World Health Day Video Link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/LW7bVF2XeifVn11n9 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/LW7bVF2XeifVn11n9


PP’s Activity Based Learning  
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PP’s Activity Based Learning  



Class Party Video Link:  https://photos.app.goo.gl/1xHMLBvGreXyC5xW8 

Class Party 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/1xHMLBvGreXyC5xW8


 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Science - Grade 3 Lemurs 

Grade 3 students have made a poster presentation on the life cycle of a plant where 
they drew the stages involved and very confidently spoke about germination, pollination,           
fertilization and seed production, dispersal processes. Also got hands-on germination where 
they sowed the seeds and observed the young plant growth, they enjoyed the whole process. 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Science - Grade 3 Lemurs 
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ONLINE CLASSES: 

In activity 2 students of Grade 3 have tested the plant growth in different tempera-

tures, recorded the observations, and spoke about it in the class.  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

In activity 2 students of Grade 3 have tested the plant growth in different tempera-

tures, recorded the observations, and spoke about it in the class.  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Grade 4 & 5 Lemurs 

In activity 1, children have got hands-on experience on how our respiratory system 

works. They made a respiratory system model, learnt the parts of it and the process of gas 

exchange. They had fun and were excited while making the model work. They also made a 

PPT file comparing the respiratory system of vertebrates to the human respiratory system. 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Grade 4 & 5 Lemurs 



 

In activity 2 children have made a stethoscope using paper and cardboard to the 

heartbeat, they have enjoyed doing the activity and taking the heartbeat and pulse count.  



 

In activity 3, children made a fact card, decorated it very beautifully, card is on         

diseases and their symptoms, facts, mode of spread. They also did an oral presentation in the 

class.  



 

In activity 3 



 

In activity 3 

 

In activity 4 

Children have made PPT comparing the human heart with different vertebrate’s heart. They 

learnt about the circulatory system, its parts, and functions of the heart. They were really 

very curious to learn and enjoyed the whole process thoroughly.  



In activity 4 
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In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 



In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 In activity 4 



In Activity 5: Children learnt about how diseases are spread and precautions are           
taken to prevent the spread of diseases. Performed an activity where they learnt about hand 
washing techniques. 



The students of Grade 4 prepared a working model of the human respiratory system. They 
presented a comparative study on the circulatory system of different groups of vertebrates. 
They counted their pulse while resting and also after vigorous exercise and understood the 
relation between heartbeat and pulse rate. They also presented and explained to their peers 
the fact cards on the different allotted infectious diseases.  







The students of Grade 5 learnt about the first 20 elements of the periodic table and present-
ed the concept to their peers in the form of flashcards elaborating on the atomic number, 
mass number of asked elements. They also explained the concepts of various changes of 
states such as melting, freezing, evaporation, condensation, and the molecular changes       
associated with them in eye-catching and informative PPTs. They also made models of atoms 
and molecules, mixtures, and compounds using clay dough, grains, etc.  







ONLINE CLASSES: 
TELUGU 
  

ఏప్రిల్  9  వ  తేదీ న ఒకటవ తరగతి విద్యా ర్ధుల చేత తరగతి గదిలో చినన  సృజనాతమ క కారా్య న్నన  
చేయించడిం జరిగింది. దీన్న వలన విద్యా ర్ధులకు చదువుతో పాటు శారీరక వ్యా యామిం కూడా చేసినటుు 
అవుతింది అనే ఉదే్దశింతోనే ఈ సృజనాతమ క ప్రియను ఎించుకొవడిం జరిగింది. ఇిందులో భాగింగా 
విద్యా ర్ధులు వివిద రింగుల క్ల ు (బింకమట్ట ి లింట్టది) తో మరియు గోధుమిిండితో గుణింతపు గుర్ధుల 
ఆకార్యలను చాల చకక గా, ఆకర షణీయింగా తయార్ధ చేశార్ధ. విద్యా ర్ధుల సింతోషింలో పాలుపించుకునన  
తల్లుదింప్రులకు మా హృదయపూరవ క అభినిందనలు తెల్లయజేసుకుింటునాన ను. 



ONLINE CLASSES: 

TELUGU 

 

ఏప్రిల్ 3 వ తదేీ నాలగవ  తరగతి విదాారథు ల చతే తరగతి గదలిో చిన్న సృజనాతమక కార్ాాన్నన 
చేయించడిం జర్ిగిింది. దీన్న వలన్ విదాారథు లకు చదువుతో పాటు శారీ్రక వ్ాాయామిం కూడా చేసరన్టుు  
అవుత ింది అన ే ఉదేేశింతోన ే ఈ సృజనాతమక కరియన్ు ఎించుకోవడిం జర్ిగిింది. ఇిందులో భాగింగా 
విదాారథు లు వివిధ రింగు రింగుల  కాగితాలతో వివిధ రకాల ఆకార్ాలన్ు కతతె రతో కతెిరి్ించుకొన్న మరి్యు 
సకెచ్ ప్కన్ లన్ు ఉపయోగిించుకొన్న  ఒత ె  పదాలన్ు  కాి ఫ్్ట వర్కె తో చాలా చకెగా, అిందింగా, 
ఆకరషణీయింగా తయారథ చేశారథ. విదాారథు ల సింతోషింలో పాలుపించుకున్న తల్లుదిండరిలకు మా 
హృదయపూరవక అభిన్ిందన్లు తతల్లయజసేుకుింటునానన్ు.  



ONLINE CLASSES: 
 

MATHEMATICS 
 
Grade 9B - Square Root Spiral: To represent irrational numbers geometrically and also to 
see how they are compared at the same time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ONLINE CLASSES: 

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

Students of Grade 4 have showcased their understanding through collage-making poster 
making and PPTs related to the topic. 



ONLINE CLASSES: 
 

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE : Grade 6 & 7  

 



 

ART 
 
“There is no must in art because art is free.” 

Grade 1 to 7 students involved themselves in artwork with lots of creative ideas by using 
paints, origami, paper artworks, which enhance their creativity to the next level of explora-
tion and development of motor skills. 

 Original artwork turned out more innovative when you work from the heart. The creativity 
and hard work of kids work hand in hand. 

 One well said quote that suits our learners - “Create with the heart: Build with the 
mind.” 

 

Rose painting 

Using fingers as Paintbrush.  



 

 

Book Marks 

Reading makes our learners wise, to keep a track of pages, they created corner book-
marks of different shapes.  



 

 

Finger Printing 

In this activity, our learners played with colours by doing fingerprinting and created 
many creative artworks. 



 

 

Finger Printing 

 



 

 

Finger Printing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Origami Fusion Art 

A mix of Simple drawings with origami. 



 

 

Origami Fusion Art 

Tear and paste Activity  

While doing this activity they learned patience and enhanced their motor skills. 

 



 

Tear and paste Activity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pointillism Art is a technique of painting in which small, distinct dots 
of colour are applied in patterns to form an image.  

Georges Seurat and Paul Signac developed this technique in 1886, 
branching from Impressionism. It looks simple but by their hard work, 
our learners created these masterpieces.  



 

Pointillism Art  

 

 

 

 

 

Flow drawing using wax resist technique-  

Flow drawing means doing it in one stroke or flow and Resist Art is a process in 
which you use two materials that resist or repel each other to create a piece of 
art. Here our learners had taken wax crayons and watercolors for creating the be-
low artworks.  



 

Origami Pen stand  

Origami is the art of paper folding, which is often associated with Japanese culture. In 
modern usage, the word "origami" is used as an inclusive term for all folding practices, 
regardless of their culture of origin. Our learners created a pen stand by origami       
technique.  

 

Free time artworks  

“Take time to do what makes your soul happy.”  



 

Free time artworks  

“Take time to do what makes your soul happy.”  


